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Lighting Pad Lounge.
Peace and quiet, cosiness and well-being – experience light as never before.

There has never been anything like the Lighting Pad Lounge. A timeless composition of style, acoustics and light. The upper part of the luminaire is made of high-quality shaped wood, which is set off by the acoustically effective embossed fleece used for the lower part. The result is a discreet statement expressed in the flowing, soft shape, the glare-free light, the warm materiality of the wood and the smart functionality.

The very conscious choice of the natural, homely materials wood and fleece, use of the latest, efficient LED systems plus production in Germany make each Lighting Pad Lounge unique and a paragon of sustainability.

Further Information
lightingpadlounge.com/en

Different types of wood and fleece:

**SANTOS ROSEWOOD**
Serial combinations:
Santos Rosewood/Black ink: 560-571/Vario*: 560-475
Santos Rosewood/White: 560-665/Vario*: 560-654

**BLACK CHERRY**
Black Cherry/Black ink: 560-572/Vario*: 560-476

**CLASSIC OAK**
Classic Oak/Grey dawn: 560-574/Vario*: 560-573

*Vario: continuous height adjustment

Dimensions
Ø 696 x 47 mm

Key technical specifications
- Tunable white: 2,700 to 4,000 K
- 54 W, up to 3,500 lm
- CRI > 90, IP 20
- Acoustic element
- Absorber class B

Control
Gesture-controlled dimming, control via sensor, App/Bluetooth or remote control, manual continuous height adjustment (Vario version)

Design
Dietrich F. Brennenstuhl